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Abstract. Humankind has thousands of years of experience in assessing the
emotional context of face-to-face interaction. Written communication has been
refined over centuries, and imme-diate voice communication over decades.
However, online communication, which tends to be asynchronous and largely
empty of conventional social cues, is still emerging as a cultural and cognitive
venue. In this paper we present the earliest results of applying our field-theory of
“emotional context” to the problem of the cross-cultural online emotion
modeling:
Can a field-theoretic model developed using data from one culture be
applied to online interaction in another?
We also present the results of a small empirical study focusing on the methods

we used to visualize and model the “emotional context” of a social media
corpus.

1 Introduction

The history of science provides many instances of rapid advancement when unifying
principles are formulated that bring together seemingly unrelated lines of research. In
physics and chemistry, this has often taken the form of mathematical field-theoretic
models that both generalize and unify a subject. Notable examples are Newton’s work
on Universal Gravitation, Maxwell’s work in Electromagnetism, Einstein’s work in
General Relativity, and the extended, ongoing developments in Quantum Theory.

We present a general mathematical model for online emotional context as a set of
field equations. These equations can be solved, using collected social media text as
boundary conditions, to objectively characterize the medium’s constantly changing
emotional context using a minimum of a priori assumptions (e.g., probabilities,
dimensionality, and/or structure). This method has served the physical sciences well,
and so far as can be determined, has not been applied to emotion mining of social
media.

Just as masses and charges give rise to gravitational and electric fields, the online
behaviors of individuals engaged in electronic social discourse give rise to an “emo-
tional context” that conditions, and is conditioned by, these behaviors.
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Following this lead, we have formulated a field-theoretic model, and the corre-
sponding field equations, as a unifying principle for the mining of text in social media.
The underlying motivating principles are:

1. By the term “emotional context” we mean a vector field generated by documents
posted on a specific social medium. Vectors derived from document metrics are
themselves within this attribute space.

2. Text sources (i.e., persons) can be regarded as short-memory text generators having
goals and a partially-observable history.

3. The output text (forum posts on social media) is purposeful and sequential in time.
4. The output text is constrained by the medium and the medium’s linguistics.
5. The text is generated within a “culture” that both informs, and is informed by, each

generator.

We take 4 above as our guiding principle, since all field theories are ultimately
based upon the idea that,

“The entities whose actions are conditioned by a field are themselves its sources and
sustainers.”

We begin by assuming that this is just as true of the culture that drives social
behaviors as it is of the masses that drive gravitational behaviors. The field can then be
viewed as a mathematical device for explaining how entities influence one another
without directly interacting.

No assessment is made viz. the reduction of apparently “free” human behaviors to
mere outputs of deterministic automata. All that is required is sufficient consistency of
stimulus and response to support the formulation of a general and useful field model.

2 Background

The methods described here are used to objectively characterize the “emotional con-
text” that arises from the interaction of humans using social media. The ultimate goal is
to inform practical action, either in the real-world, or in the social medium itself.

Mining information about social interaction using text analysis is hard for all the
reasons that text mining is hard. Text is an imprecise, coordinate-free, non-geometric
way of expressing information. This problem is compounded in social media, where
the object of analysis, the “emotional context”, both affects and is affected in real-time
by the dynamic, asynchronous interaction of the text sources (people) [1].

The goals of this research are three-fold:

1. Automate the mathematically complex portions of text feature extraction using
conventional text processing methods (e.g., Tf.idf, table of semantically tagged
reference terms if available)

2. Use the field-theoretic method to geometrize and visualize the attribute space
3. Use data mining methods to assess the cross-cultural stability of context assessment

Our method makes liberal use of High-Dimensional graphics technology to depict
the data and support its analysis in a natural N-dimensional Euclidean Space.
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3 The Data

Data were obtained from an internet forum and reduced to a coordinate-free term set.
The corpus consisted of 4,487 multi-post threads covering two years of colloquial
interaction among 229 members, in 87,000 + posts. The data were provided by the
forum owner as single, lightly annotated text file. Each post was a logical record, with
post number, thread number, and poster id (anonymized). The file is essentially a “raw
dump” of the forum posts as entered by interacting forum members.

As raw text, the data are a coordinate-free representation of user interaction. Abstract
attributes such as “mood”, “tone”, “erudition”, “anger” as they occur in social media are
usually described subjectively, and in nominal terms: e.g., High/Medium/Low. This is
because there is not a general principled method for assigning absolute numeric values to
abstract attributes.

There are, however, relatively natural ways of assessing differences in abstract
attributes (even if only in nominal terms: greater/lesser). Defining differences between
explicit exemplars of an attribute can often be done without reference to any absolute
scale. Rather than relying on an arbitrary catalog of codes for abstract attributes, the
field equations use the data to determine a natural coordinate system for the attribute
space.

The derived attribute space is a Hilbert Space of low-dimension (generally < 10)
that creates coordinates in a natural way using unsupervised machine learning. The
method was discovered independently by our team, but was first described in [2].

4 The Mathematical Underpinnings of the Field Equations

The field-theoretic approach gives a unifying mathematical framework for applications
of computational linguistics to emotion mining akin to the framework Maxwell’s
Equations provide for Electromagnetism: a set of field equations that provide a rigorous
mathematical framework for automating aspects of currently man-intensive charac-
terization of the “emotional context” of online social behavior. The mathematics is
relatively straightforward:
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5 Software Instantiation of Sirius15

We call our emotional context field-modeling application Sirius15. The field model is
the foundation of Sirius15, actualizing a mining and modeling:

• Parse internet forum data to create a document space and a term space (136 threads
covering several months of colloquial interaction among 152 members, using 4,187
terms)

• Apply information gain (viz. Tf.idf) and a metric to extract features
• Solve the field equations to coordinatize attribute space (an 8-dimensional Hilbert

Space)
• Use data mining tools to segment the entities into cliques
• Explore the resulting patterns using special-purpose mining and visualization

tools [3]
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The field equations are recursively solved using the term space as the field con-
straints; in keeping with our guiding principle, the posts to be mined determine the
structure of the field. The synthesis of a natural coordinate system is a spectral
decomposition of attribute space.

The process architecture operates according to a 6-phase sequence:

All Phases of the application run under Microsoft Windows on a 1-core processor.
The prototype operates in a “batch” mode.

The application does not need to operate on all the data at once. During learning,
the computational complexity is O(N2) in the number of threads (a thread is a topically
heterogeneous collection of posts). Our benchmark data set contained 4,487 threads.
The experiment reported below is based upon a subset of 136 threads, consisting of a
total of 2,847 posts.

A large-scale processing-complexity experiment gave the following performance
information:
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6 The Cross-Cultural Modeling Experiment

We assembled two teams, one consisting of native English speakers, and one consisting
of Cantonese speakers having English as a second language. Each team member was
assigned a set of English posts taken from an English-language online sports blog; the
members rated these posts for “emotional impact” from 0 (emotionless) to 10
(rant/rave). No distinction was made between expressions of “positive” or “negative”
emotion; only emotional intensity. In keeping with our goal of assessing this question
“in the wild,” team members were told to rely entirely on their personal perception of
emotional level, so long as they remained consistent among the posts.

Data from the raters were split into separate groups to determine whether ANOVA
analysis could show that any group of rater’s means could be considered equal. To
prepare for these tests, a subset of data was generated that only contained common
scores for all the raters, i.e. only posts that were rated by all of the English and
Cantonese speakers were included.

The test subsets were as follow: English speakers, Cantonese speakers, combined
English and Cantonese speakers, English speakers based on gender and Cantonese
based on gender. Each of these were subject to ANOVA (p = 0.05) analysis. In each
case, the F score > F critical. That is, the raters were concluded not to belong to the
same underlying population, either within the rater’s first language, or across it.

This isn’t too surprising, given the small number of raters (8 English and 4 Can-
tonese). Future studies should use larger samples, and a more balanced gender split.
Further analysis could look at patterns of the ratings, not just raw base score (such as
location of the peaks and valleys of the ratings).

While the statistical analysis was not able to draw conclusions about the
cross-cultural stability of the rating methodology, the visualization contained a striking
artifact. An experiment was performed to see whether a supervised learning model
could learn from one of the languages to recognize high-emotion posts in the other. In
visualizing the data in 8-dimensional space, it was found that, with one exception, the
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English and Cantonese speakers only agreed that a post was highly emotional if that
post was part of a particular clique structure in the Euclidean space, seen below:

This suggests that there is a specific set of semantic producing agreement between
the two cultural groups.

Here are most of the posts that both groups agreed had high emotional content
(< # > denotes a coded vulgarism):
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7 Future Work

The field-theoretic approach suggests a unifying mathematical framework for text
processing akin to the framework Maxwell’s Equations provide for Electromagnetism:
a set of field equations that can be rigorously solved to characterize and exploit the
otherwise intangible cultural elements of online social behavior.

Our presentation shows how this theory supports emotion mining, e.g., the
development of predictive analytics. Perhaps more interesting is the factor analysis it
provides, which might be used to determine which members of a forum are most likely
to engage in displays of emotive language. This is a type of “Emotion
Terrain-Forming.”

We have used this characterization to construct both unsupervised and supervised
models of the behaviors of media participants; in particular, during Phase V, an
“emotion clique” structure is inferred, along with a topical decomposition and logging
of the media discourse. If the discourse is in English, a keyword list might be used to
denote the topic, a type of “semantic tagging.”

In looking at the details of the benchmarked data set, the techniques discussed
above are able to identify cliques of “emotionally similar” posts. More importantly, the
“emotional distance” between cliques can be quantified, supporting assessment of
the “emotional separation” of cliques, and possible individuals within cliques. Further,
the level of emotional impact of certain “hot-button” terms might be numerically
estimated.
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